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A new approach to solve the geometry-problem of solid propellant star grains is presented. The basis of the 
approach is to take the web-thickness (a ballistic as well as a geomstrical propsrty) ar th: chpracteristic length. The 
nondimensional characteristic parameters representing diamster, length, slen3erne;s-ratio, and ignitor accomnoda- 
tion of the grain are all identified. Many particular cases of star configuratiols (from the c~nfigurations of 
single propellant to those of four different propellants) can be analysed through the identified characteristic para- 
meters. A better way of representing the s~ngle-propellant-star-performance in a design graph is explained. Two 
types of dual propella+ grains are analysed in detail. The tirst type is characterised by its two distinct stages of 
burning (initially by slngle propellant burning and then by dual propellant burning); the second type has the dual 
propellant burning throughout. Sultab~bty of the identified charactenstic paraaeters to an optimisation study 
is demonstrated through examples. 

When simplicity, reliability, development time and cost are the most important factors, the star con- 
figuration is one of the commonly opted geometries. Typical applications of star grains include tactical 

, and sounding rockets, and satellite launch vehicles1-*. E v a  in large high performance segmented grains, 
sometimes star configuration is uses for some of the segments5. Although from mechanical behaviour 
point of view the wagon-wheel grains are sometimes superior to star grains, they usually do not give a 
web as thick as star grains. The finocyl-configuration, which is a widely used one for high performance 
grains; is only a variation of the classical star. 

The overall design of any cylindrical grain involves two major steps : (1) development of a system 
of equations to represent t b  burning and port areas of the different portions of grain (head end, cylindri- 
cal portion, and nozzle end), and (2) optimising the grain gzometry for the imposed constraints. The 
step (2) is carlied out mostly through high speed computing machinesey7. However, to know clearly 
the effects from the different portions of grain it is usual to study the performance of the portions sepa- 
rately through the qnrttions developed in step (I). In this kind of study, the study of cylindrical portion 
is of special importance because t&e cylindrical portion forms the major part of grain in many cases, and 
so the results obtained qualitatively represent the performance of entire grain. 

stone< Vandenkerckhovee, and Barrere et al.IO analysed the single propzllant star grain cross 
sections. The main objection in the use of single propellant star grain is the propdlant sliver. A cross 
section of multiple propellants of different burning rates can be used to avoid sliver. Towards this con- 
cept a dual propellant (or bipropellant) star grain cross section was first analysed by Rogers '' and subse- 
quently by Barrere and LarueI2'l3. All these studies, on one aspect or the other, analyse only particular 
cases of configurations. Further the non-dimensional characteristic parameters that meaningfully repre- 
sent the important properties of grain have not been fully identified. Also the important dual propellant 
configurations have not been completely analysed. Therefore the present study, by considering a general 
star grain cross section of four different propellants and obtaining a system of characteristic parameters, 
aims to remove these gaps. 

N O T A T I O N S  

A = non-dimensional parameter of ~ p ,  = initial port area 
initial port area, A ~ $ 1 ~ 2  D = grain diameter 

Ab = burning surface area f = fillet ~atio, r/l 
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J - - ratio of nozzle throat area to S = maximum percentage deviation 
port area from the specified r-trace 

' k - - ratio of burning rate of a prop- e = angular fraction 
ellant to that of propellant C 

rll = load& fraction 
L - - straight through grain length 

' l a  = qliver fraction 
I - - linear dimension 8 = 
m - - ratio of density of a propellant 0 = star opening angle 

to that of propellant C 
elv = star opening angle of neutral 

ni - - mass burning rate burning single propellant grain 
n - - number of star points A = non-dimensional parameter of 
R - - non-dimensional root radius, LID ratio, Eq. (9) 

Rml w v = ratio of single-propellant-web 
R ,  - - root radius to w, 
r - - fdlet radius; linear regression P = propellant density 

rate @ = non-dimensional parameter of 
s - - non-dimensional burning peri. diameter, Eq. (7) 

meter, sE/w Subscripts 
S - - burning perimeter A, B, C and D = fo; propellants A, B, c and D 

sE - - equivalent burning perimeter respectively 
I - burning web thickness. - b =, burnout condition W - 

- f = conditions at which q, just 
Y - non-dimensional parameter, wll &comes zero \ 

Y * - - web ratio, w/w, N = neutral burning condition 
y * ~  = reference web ratio 0 " = aty*=O 

1 = at y*= 1 ; for propellaqt A 
Greek letters 2 and .3 = for the propellants B aqd D ' 
r - - surface ratio, s,E*/s,E*X respectively 

A N A L Y S I S  
General Grain Cross Section 

The sector of star grain with multiple propellant 
compositions considered for the analysis is shown 
in Fig. 1. The propellants A, By C and D can have 
different burning rates (rA, r ~ ,  ro and r~ respec- 
tively) and densities (pA, p ~ ,  PC and p~ rgspecti- 
vely). A constraint on the burning rates of B and 
C is that the burning rate of B is faster than that 
of C. The propella& A has web thickness of vw, 
where wl is the web at which the straight star point 
just vanishes; also v Q  1. The web thickness at which 
the propellant sliver becomes zero is denoted as wf.  
For the general cross section shown in Fig. 1, 
at the burnout of B and C w = wf. 

The following assumptions are made for the gen- 
eral star grain cross section : (1) any point on the 
burning surface movesperpendicular to the tangent 
plane at that point; (2) the burning rate though 
each propellant is same at any point on the burn- 
ing perimeter at a given instant of time; (3) erosive 

Fir 1-Sector of-internal burning st= with pro. burning effects are negligible; and (4) the propellants 
pellants. are not insulated from each other. 

22 
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From the considered general configuration shown in Fig. 1, many particular configurations can be 
obtained. For example the single propellant star configuration is obtained when kl = k2 = ml = mz=l; 
in this case yf tends to infinity indicating q, is never equal to zero for the single propellant grain. Simi- 
larly the dual propellant configuration considered by Rogers1' is obtained when v = 0, mz = m, = 
ks = 1 and r =  1. 

The generalised characteristic equations of equivalent burning perimeter and port area for all the Pour 
phases of burning are given in literaturela. 

Non-dimensional Characteristic Parameters 

In the case of multiple propellant composition the mass flow rate of combustion products per unit 
length of grain, say when B and C are burning, is: 

E 
~ B C  = rC '0 ( k 2  SB + 80) = r~ 

where 
kz = r,lrc 
m2 = P$P, 

and, SB and sc are the physical burning perimeters of propellants B and C respectively; here the propel- 
lant C has been taken as the reference. Similarly when the propellant A or D is burning, 

where 
kl = r*lrc 
m1 = P,/P, 

81: 

sE m~ =rc PC (k3 m, so) = rc PC 
where 

ks = 'DlrC 

m~ = fDlpC 
(3) 

B E  E  
Here S S and S are termed as equivalent burning perimeters. In the case of single propellant 

BC, A D 

grains, during the presence of star the star opening angle, 0 required for neutral burning depends only 
on the number of st;rr.points, n. Denoting this as '8, we define 

the' length 1 being the major dimension of mandrel r/l (denoted as f)  is taken as one of the geometrical 
properties of grain. 

For the selected propellant and nozzle-configuration, the required thrust-time trace can be transfor- 
med to burning area-burnt distance (Ab-W) trace. This means that the final web thickness of the grain 
to be designed is approximately known14. Therefore, rather than D as in Ref. 8 or I as in Ref. 9 & 10, w 
becomes a better suited characteristic length for non-dimensionalisation15. This idea of using was the 
characteristic length is employed in the present work. The required Ab-w trace can be effectively defined 
by specifying Ab at some suitable burnt distances. Towards this objective the non-dimensional burnt dis- 
tance is defined as 

y* = w/wl (5 ) 
Also we define the surface ~a t io  as 

B E  1 
r = ~  

Y* It, (6) 

E B  
where S is the equivalent burning perimeter at y* and S is the equivalent burning perimeter at 

Y* Y*R 
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Denoting wll as y, and sE/w as S for the web w, the diameter of grain cross secfion (D) and the length 
of straight-through grain (L) can be written as, 

D = 2w [(I +f S Y)/YI = 2 w@ (7) 
L = Ab/(Sw) (8) 

Therefore @ (01 y iff is specified) and S represent the diameter of cross section and the length of straight. 
through grain respectively. For the straight-through grain LID ratio can be written as 

where 
A =:yl[S(l +f + y)l , (9' 

It follows that r can be taken to represent the LID ratio of grain. Similarly APi IwZ (denoted as A) and 
R,/w (denoted as R) represent the throat to port area ratio (J) and the initial core available for igniter 
respectively. The other two important design parameters are : (1 )  loading fraction qr which is defined 
as the ratio of initial propellant volume to motor volume, and (2) sliver fraction 7, which is defined 
as the ratio of propellant volume at burnout to total initial propellant volume. 

The four phases of burning that can be identified for the cross section are : (1) 0 $ y* < v 
(2) v < y* < 1, (3) 1 < y* < yf*, and (4) yf* < Y*. 

R E S U L T S  A N D  D I S C U S S r O N S  

Single Propellant Grains 

The resulting equations of the characteristic parameters are functions of y, e, n,O and f. Although 
an analytical solution is not obtainable for any specified value of a characteristic parameter, the equations 
readily lead themselves to common iterative procedures. For the present study, with E and ql as x and y 
coordinates, design graphs were drawn for all combinations of : n=5 and 7; O = 0 ;9,1 .O and 1 . 1 ; f = 0 .08  
and 0.1218. As a representative set, the &sign graphs for n=7, f=O. 12, and O=0.9  are shown in Figs. 2 

0 be 0 ?6 0 92  100 

ANGULAR FRACTION ( E ) 

~ig. 2-Design graph for single propellant star grain with 
parametric values of y*, S and r;  n= 7, f =0.12 
and @ ~0.9. 

ANGULAR FRACTION ( E ) 

Fig. 3-Design graph for single propellant star grain with 
parametric values of y, qS , A and R; n=7, f= 
0.12 and @=0.9. 
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and'3. For the surface ratio, r the initial grain surface at y*=O is taken as the reference. The upper and 
lower boundaries of the graphs are by r= 1.5 and 7.18=20 per cent respectively. 

With any parametric quantity as a constraint, the values of the other characteristic parameters can be 
directly read from the graph. For the known,web thickness, y represents the grain diameter, Eq. (7); for 
the given burning area and web thickness, S represents grain length, Eq. (8). So the often imposed condi- 
tion of constant grain diameter or constant grain length can be conveniently handled by choosing the ap- 
propriate parametric curve. 

For the given A,-w trace with some acceptable deviations, the graphs readily demonstrate the fol- 
lowing points in the &sign of straight through grains : (i) high loading fraction, 71 implies high LID ratio;, 
(ii) 71 can be raised by increasing E and by decreasing n, 0 ,  and f (stress concentration is also raised in this - 

procesi17); (iii) sliver fraction can be reduced by increasing n and by reducing E ,  O and f. 

Fig. 4-Dual propellant grains. 

Dual Propellant Grains 

Many multipropellant configurations can be 
analysed through the considered grain-cross-section. 
However, only the two dual-propellant types shown 
in Fig. 4 are analysed here. .In the first type 
v=l, kl=k2, rnl=rn2=1, and R=2 wf (If f+yf) 
/yf; in the second the only difference is v=O. For 
the purpose of comparison the frequently desired 
neutral burning condition is chosen. In the case 
of type 1, when E <  1 the surface trace is not 
continuous at y*= 1. Therefore to solve for the 
conditions of neutrality r of 0 ,< y* < 1 has sEB at 

* y*=o as the reference and r of 1 S y  '< 1 has s E ~ c  
f 

at y*=l as the reference. Due to the 'possibility 
of discontinuity in the r-trace at y*=l we define 
Ft as the ratio of equivalent burning perimeters of 
successive phases at y*=l. Then for the grain of 
type 1, 

In the case of type 2 for the entire range of O,<y*<yf*,r is continuous and has the initial burning perimeter 
( S ~ B C ) ~  as the reference. The condition of neutrality ( r = l )  is speci-fied only at y*=l and y*=yf*.In 
any given phase of multipropellant burning the r- trace is not unimodal between the end points, How- 
ever mainly to simplif'y the problem we have imposed the condition of neutrality only at two points., i.e., 

/ 
at Y*= 1 and y*=yf*. The equations of surface ratios are functions of n, ~ , f ,  O and k2. For the parametric 
values of n, E and f the equations can be simultaneously solved for burning rate ratio and 0. We denote 
the burning rate ratio of neutral burningf as k 2 , ~ .  

Type 1 

From the specified neutral 'durning conditions and n, for the dual ~ropellant grain of type 1 it can 
be easily shown through the resulting equations that k,, and rt are independent off. However for the 
number of star points n<5,  the compatibility range of (R%>O) depends uponf. This is marked by the 
termination of the curves n=4 at the asterisks in Figs. 5 and 6; the corresponding value of f=0.1. The 
variation of k 2 , ~  with F for different number of star points is shown in Fig. 5 ; evidently ON is unity for 
all n. When E is less than unity a sudden drop in the equivalent burning perimeter occurs at y*=l and 
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Fig. 5-Burning rate ratio requirement for near neutral Fig. &Variation of surfacs ratio at trqsit (Pt ) for 
burning dual propellant grains; v = l  & near neutral burning dual propellant grains; v = l  
f=O. l .  and f=0.1. 

the related quantity, rr is shown plotted in Fig. 6. Typical surface ratio traces for n=5 and 7 are shown in 
Fig. 7. Considering only the second phase of burning, it is seen that the deviation from neutrality 
ncreases with the increase in E and the decrease in n. 
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Fig. 7--C0mpari~0n of surface ratio variation of near ~ i ~ ,  &conditions of neutral burning for the four pointed 
neutral burning dual propellant grains; u = 1 dual propellant grain; v=O and n=4. 
and f=0.1. 

Type 2 
The characteristics of the neutral burning grains of type 2 were calculated from n=4 to 7. Fig. 8 

shows the typical conditions of neutral burning grain of n=4; the vertical dotted line in the figure repre- 
sents the 'slotted star' ( 0 = 2 ~ / n ) .  At higher values of n it is noted : (1) for the given change in$ the va- 
riation required on k2,,  is less while that on %,is more, and (2) particularly at high f, kz,N remains es- 

' sentially constant for a wide variation in E .  Fig. 9 presents the surface ratio traces for n=5. Though the 
traces have only small deviations from neutrality, they depict the multimodal nature of surface area variation 
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Fig. 9-Comparison of surface ratio 'variation of near 
neutral burning dual propellant grains; v = 0 
and n=5. 

Comparison 

Table 1 gives the typical performance values of the two grain types. The important comparative points 
are, in type 1 : (i) k,,N is less; (ii) the loading fraction and therefore the LID ratio are higher; (iii) the de- 
viation from neutral burning condition, 8 is more; (iv) the variation of yf* with r at low values off is less-. 
this means that the ratio of webs in the second and first phases of burning remains essentially constant. In 

TABLE 1 

PERFORMANCE VALUES FOR THE COMPARISON OF NEUTRAL DUAL PROPELLANT GRAINS 

r 

v P e  A f -.N k,,N 71 A A R  t ,  8 
< 

5 0 .7  0 .3  1.000 1.342 0.652 2.836 0.0198 8.789 1.102 0.929 Lo3o 

7 1 . o  0.1 1.381 1.307 0.751 . 2.669 0.0223 5.573 0.998 1.000 2;:; 

type 2 for the given n and surface trace, O is not fixed. Therefore the suitable value of O satisfying both 
ballistic and mechanical properties can be found easily. In the present work no study is made to compare 
the mechanical behaviour of the two conauraiions. However, for the given chamber pressure it is likely 
that the &bond& tendency at the interface between the two propellants is less for the type 1. In both 



the types, 6) as noted in single propellant grain 7, can be raised by increasing e and by decreasing . and.f; 
(ii) with the increase in n, k2,N reduces, and (iii) for the given n a wide variation in E results only in a 
small change in k2,2v. # 

'5 

The configuration of slotted star (8=2rr/n) is of interest in many applications. For the dual propel- 
lant slotted'stars of e=1 and v=O, through the surface-area traces obtained, Barrere and Laruelz concluded 
that neutral burning cannot be obtained for n > 5 .  The basic reason for this behaviour readily follows 
from the present study : for any dual-propellant phase to be neutral the corresponding single propellant 
phase should be progressive. Evidently the slotted stars of n>5 do not satisfy this condition of neutrality 
since their values of O are all less than unity. For n>5 the single propellant slotted stars have regressive 
burning in the first phase and the usual progressive burning in the second phase. Therefore the frequently 
desired booster-sustainer combination can be easily obtained in slotted stars through either of the dual 
propellant types that we have discussed. The typical T-trace of the basic single propellant slotted star 
and the modified traces of booster-sustainer combination by the dual propellant compositions are shown 
in Fig. 10. 

/SINGLE PROPELLANT 
L 
u 0-8 - c''O 

0.2 $ I r I 1 I I 1  . - 
0 0 4  0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 24 2.6 

WEB RATIO t y * )  

Fig. 10-Booster-sustainer combination in dual propellant 
grams; n=8, O=n/4, a=l, f=0.1 and k,=1.3. 

Grain Optimisation 
To optimise the configuration, the characteristic equations of the different portions of grain are suit- 

ably coupled under the imposed constraints. However, to demonstrate that the identified characteristic 
parameters are readily amenable to optimisation study, we have chosen here two examples of straight- 
through-grain design. The details of the problems and the results are given in Tables 2 and 3; the 

TABLE 2 , 
DETAILS OF THE OPTIMISATION STUDY OF SINGLE PROPELLANT GRAINS 

Problem 
A- ----- 

- 7 ~ i n i m i s e  sliver fraction, 7 s  
7 

Aim 
Constraints : Singla propellant star, n=4, 5, 6, 7 or 8; f >0 .1;  71 >0.75 

Grain length : S > 13.35; Grain diameter : 4 2.719; Throat-to-port area ratio, 3: A> 3; Igniter 
accommodation: R> 0 .3 ;  r-trace : r=0.95,  rr =1.05 

Solution 

7 I-------? 

n c f 0 7 s  71 Yb Yb* S 7' A A R 

4 0.572 0 .1  0.909 0.0661 0.750 0.649 1.700 17.10 2.694 0.02170 5.70 0.351 
5 0.677 0.1 0.914 0.0708 0.750 0.643 1.742 17.22 2.7100.02143 5.77 0.559 
6 0.777 0 .1  0.918 0.0748 0.751 0.640 1.775 17.28 2.719 0.02128 5.77 0.702 
7 0.876 0.1 0.922 0,0785 0.755 0.640 1.800 17.29 2.719 0.02127 5.70 0.802 
8 0.970 0.1 0.925 0.0817 0.758 0.640 1.822 17.30 2.179 0.02126 5.63 0.881 
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TABLE 3 

DETAILS OF THE OPTIMISATION STUDY OF DUAL PROPELLANT GRAINS 

- -- 
Problem 

Aim : Maximise the loading fraction, 91 
: Dual propellant star, Type 1 or Type 2 ;  n=4,5,6 or 7.; f 2 0 . 1 ;  b = O ;  

Constraints k, ~ 1 . 6 ;  Grain length : S>13.35; Grain diameter: ?< 2.719; Throat-to-port area ratio, J : A>3 ; 
Igniter accommodation: R 2 0 . 3  ; r-trace: 0 . 9 8 ~ F l  g 1.02, 0.98 g r, g 1.02, r-trace to be 
continuous (therefore for type 1 configuration c=l), 1.4<y*f ~ 3 . 0 .  

- ----- - 
Solution 

Type n E f . . F e  91 Yf Y * ~  S @ A A R sa 

a Acceptable variation of r taken as 0.98 to 1 .02 for the entire range ofy*. 
b n=4 infeasible due to the constraints on A, R and S; n=5 infeasible due to the constraint on A. 

sequencial unconstrained minimisation technique (SUMT) was used for the resulting nonlinear equation$ 
of the objective function and the constraintslg. 

C O N C L ' U S I O N S  

As compared to the earlier work the basic new element of this study is the consideration of web thick- 
ness as the characteristic length to identify the characteristic parameters, representing the usually specifid 
constraints in graih-design. As the identified parameters are quite general in nature they can be used also 
for other grain types. 

The types of design graphs obtained for the single propellant star offer much wi&r information than 
the available ones. Grain &signs are never finalised through graphs. Yet these graphs enable choosing 
a good starting point for the optimisation study. 

The type 1 dual propellant grain usually gives a higher loading fraction but its surface trace deviation 
is more. Also it has a step in its surface trace when E< 1. However, this property can be advantageously 
used to obtain dual thrust traces. When the surface trace and n are iked for a dual propellant grain, a 
wide variation in geometrical properties results only in a small change in k,. Therefore the possible &- 
viation on k, due to practical limitations should be carefully considered for the actual performance deduction 
of grain. 

The characteristic parameters and their equations are readily amenable to grain optimisation studies. 
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